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1: machiavelli3 - Poker Player
David Apostolico has won tournaments in Atlantic City, Las Vegas, and online, and has finished in the money at the U.S.
Poker Championships. He competes in dozens of tournaments every year, from low buy-ins to events on the WSOP
circuit, and is the author of Tournament Poker and The Art of War and Machiavellian Poker Strategy.

A new law in Ontario, Canada, beginning May 31st, requires all indoor public places and some private offices
to be non-smoking. Yes, just like New York City. Fortunately, MotorCity Casino has their 3rd floor smoke
free, but no other casino in the Detroit area, until now, offers a smoke free environment. The increased border
security has made it more difficult for Americans to cross into Windsor. Another problem for Casino Windsor
is that the Canadian dollar is much stronger, and the exchange rate is less for Americans who would spend
their money on gambling. And to make matters worse, Americans will need a valid passport to cross the
border starting December 31, So, I think the Detroit area casinos will benefit somewhat from this new ban on
smoking in Ontario. And, they should now try to take advantage of their new opportunity to attract more
people to Detroit. Here are a few of my suggestions: Offer better payoff percentages for slot machines and
video poker games. Offer discounts on their restaurants and buffets. With baseball moving into a higher gear,
numbers crunchers, computer aces and Bill James followers should enjoy Baseball Hacks: This is a how-to
book with some biographical material. You can virtually watch the author move up the ladder to heavier
games, finish in the money and win the competition. Some of the advice is simple, but right to the point and
logical. Cash games are measured over the long term. Every player will have losing sessions and even losing
streaks that may last awhile. When you are going through a losing streak, do not let it get to you. Always take
time to evaluate your play. If you are making correct decisions, then stay the course. He moves the
reader-player along just right revealing what to expect, finding the right game, finding a level of competition
you can handle and what to expect in cash games. Another section answers the question of how cash games
compare to tournament play. After that, he moves into high gear with preflop strategy and postflop play;
playing the turn and the river. You can just feel the love this player has for the game and understand how
much he appreciates those who have helped him become one of the most respected feared competitors on the
circuit. Baseball Hacks by Adler came about when the author to write a book which teaches you how to take
advantage of the many free baseball resources on the Internet. For the bettor, Chapter Five, titled Formulas
may be pure gold about pages worth since its emphasis includes how to measure batting averages; runs batted
in; on base percentage; pitching with earned run average; fielding; park effects; calculating save value and
decent holds for relief pitchers. A solid section of another pages spotlights Sabermetric Thinking including
finding clutch players; calculating expected number of wins for a team; measuring skill versus luck; the odds
of the best team winning the World Series and fitting game scores to a strength model. A small section titled
The Bullpen looks at fantasy leagues and analyzing other sports. For those who love new ideas, trigger points
for testing a theory, angle, betting proposition, the book may unearth a treasure trove of potential material.
You may order through the store web site at www. You may also call or write and ask for the free page catalog
to be sent to you. The store, founded in by John and Edna Luckman, is located about two miles from
Downtown Las Vegas, and the same distance from where the Strip begins, a block west of Maryland Parkway,
just off Charleston Boulevard.
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2: Tournament Poker and the Art of War - David Apostolico - Google Books
"Machiavellian Poker Strategy" overall is an excellent addition to a poker player's library for the mindset it advances as
well as the implementation of that mindset at the tables.

David Apostolico - Bringing History To Life With Poker April 24, 0 Writer David Apostolico has definitely
contributed much to the mindset of poker players around the world with the two poker books he has
contributed to the genre. But there is much more to come from David. He has also collaborated with Antonio
Esfandiari for the latest endeavor to join the World Poker Tour book series. In The Money" takes a look at the
cash game world of poker and, between Antonio and David, offer comprehensive points about how to be
successful at the cash game tables. This is just one of the many things the very busy Apostolico is up to, as I
found out lately when we had the chance to correspond by e-mail. David, how did you come upon the idea for
taking historical books and writings and applying them to poker? I have found those books to have enormous
application in business and negotiating. Since I have always played poker, it was a natural extension to apply
them to the game. What was the main difficulty in translating the books from their historical references to
poker? Not everything is applicable, so I did have to weed out the good from the bad. With "The Art of War",
in particular, many of the maxims can be interpreted in different ways. How one interprets a particular work is,
of course, very subjective. I realize that not everyone will agree with my interpretations but hopefully they can
still learn from my analysis, even if they disagree with the interpretation. I used to play in weekly events at the
Tropicana in Atlantic City. I played a couple of Seven Card Stud tournaments and would consistently last until
about the middle of the pack before I was anted out. I noticed while I was playing that the same people
seemingly would advance to the final table every time. Around that time, I re-read "The Art of War" and
quickly realized how applicable this was to tournament poker, albeit with one catch. The teachings would
work much better in a No Limit tournament, where you are not limited in the amount of force that you can
implement at any time. What other books or writings do you believe that this could work with? I believe that
there are so many works that have application to poker and vice versa. Since my books have been published, I
have received suggestions for future works from people all of the time. For me, though, it has to be something
I am intimately familiar with and which will ring true. What was it like to work with Antonio on his book for
the WPT? Antonio is a first class individual all the way and it was a real treat to work with him. We hit it off
right away. Even though he has enjoyed tremendous success as a tournament player, he is an even better cash
game player. What are the difficulties in collaborating with writers on a subject? Antonio made it very easy by
being extremely involved in the process. He is a very knowledgeable guy and "WPT: In the Money" is very
much his book and point of view. We both agreed on a vision early on that the book would be as entertaining
as it would be informative. Because Antonio is such a colorful guy, that was easy to accomplish. Would you
rather write your own books or collaborate with others? I prefer to write my own books, but it was an absolute
first rate experience working with both Antonio and the WPT. With the multitude of poker books on the
shelves today, how can a reader decide which is the best for him or her? Go to the bookstore and browse
through the stacks and read a few pages to see if the book has appeal for you. Ask others you trust for
references. Above all, read as much as possible. If you get one thing out of a particular book, it will more than
pay for itself many times over. I read so much, but I read critically. I believe once you have a core knowledge
of the fundamentals, then you can read my books to develop the proper mindset. Are there other subjects you
would rather write about than poker? With everything going on for you with your writing, how much poker do
you get a chance to play? My wife and I are fortunate enough to have three young children, so not as much as
I used to. My wife is incredibly supportive, though, so I still play in a regular home game and make frequent
trips to Atlantic City, which is only ninety minutes from our house. I would like to thank David for taking the
time to talk about his work and encourage our readers to look into his writings. In The Money" is on the
bookshelves right now and we can expect even more in the future from David Apostolico. Play like
Machiavelli at Ultimate Bet.
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3: David Apostolico - Bringing History To Life With Poker | PokerNews
Machiavellian Poker Strategy has 14 ratings and 0 reviews. For five centuries, Machiavelli's lessons on achieving and
keeping power have inspired rulers.

Even at the biggest cash games and tournament events, players are expected to maintain a certain decorum and
act civil toward each other. While most players have a basic understanding of the competitive nature, very few
possess the commitment necessary to look deep inside his or herself to find their true Machiavellian self.
When you enter the poker room, you have to leave your civilian self at the door. You cannot underestimate the
need to go through a complete transformation. From the time we are born, we are taught to be honest and
compromising. Of course, those qualities are extremely important in the real world. They just happen to be
counter productive at the poker table. The card room may be one of the few arenas in this world where true
Machiavellian theory can be implemented. You are entering an arena where deception is not only accepted but
expected. He was ahead of his time and was a realist. In order to succeed in the political world, one would
have to completely divorce himself from his private morality. If you are going to win at the tables, you have to
develop a completely different mindset than the one you carry around in your everyday life. Try to think of it
this way. If you entered a boxing ring against an opponent who was intent on beating the hell out of you, you
would do everything in your power to both protect yourself and fight back. Well, when you sit down to the
felt, there are nine opponents intent on doing everything in their power to take your money. If you are going to
win, you have to do everything in your power to protect yourself and fight back. You should not be looking to
compromise or find common ground. Rather, you should be looking to exploit every advantage. Play
aggressive but in a disciplined controlled manner. There is only one way to measure success in poker. You
look at the end result. You either win or lose. You are either are up or down. The difference between winning
and losing players is often one or two bets per hour. Players with a killer instinct win those bets. Those who
fail to make the transformation when they enter the poker room do not. Be friendly and sociable at the table,
but underneath the surface make sure you have a ruthless and ambitious mindset. If you plan to play in
casinos, ensure that you are not breaking any local laws.
4: Machiavellian Poker Strategy
Capsule Review of Machiavellian Poker Strategy by Howard Schwartz In Tournament Poker and the Art of War, David
Apostolico showed players how to use the strategies explored in Sun-tzu's military manual to dramatically enhance their
tournament play.

5: Machiavelli and Poker
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

6: Top shelves for Machiavellian Poker Strategy
The book, Machiavellian Poker Strategy: How to Play Like a Prince and Rule the Poker Table [Bulk, Wholesale,
Quantity] ISBN# in Paperback by Apostolico, David may be ordered in bulk quantities.

7: Machiavellian Poker Strategy : David Apostolico :
David Apostolico successfully used classic strategic texts to improve his readers' poker skills in Tournament Poker And
The Art Of War. He returns with a poker manual based on the teachings of Niccolo Machiavelli, whose timeless tactical
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masterwork The Prince provides the impetus for Apostolico's confident tutelage.

8: Casino Windsor and the Ontario Smoking Ban
Machiavellian Poker Strategy by David Apostolico In Tournament Poker and the Art of War, David Apostolico showed
players how to use the strategies explored in Sun-tzu's military manual to dramatically enhance their tournament play.

9: 'Machiavellian Poker Strategy' Presents Excellent Poker Mindset | PokerNews
Machiavellian Poker Strategy: How to Play Like a Prince and Rule the Poker Table by David Apostolico starting at.
Machiavellian Poker Strategy: How to Play Like a Prince and Rule the Poker Table has 0 available edition to buy at
Alibris.
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